
PERICOPE  14B 

 

THE AUTHORITY OF SELF 
WITH GOD AS AN INSPIRING MUSE 

 

1. Long ago …far far away, and also in distant lands, there were places where 
people believed everything was divine …such that there was no separation between spirit 
and matter! …physical was merely an illuminated form of spirit …and all individuals 
were divine in their own authority! …and people were taught not to do anything they did 
not want the world to do! …and as a constant reminder of this authority, everyone was 
given a muse …or god as a creative spirit …or inspiration to form and live as a personal 
guide! …and that was the spirit of physical life! …and all was well! 

2. In addition, to bring individuals alive …or illuminate them, parents gave their 
children a carnal body and self, an environment of beliefs and ways, and a pattern of 
memories as “come alive gifts” …so that, as children, they could learn about their 
authority …and regenerate their mental body, self, and ways …and memories as they 
truly desired to be! 

3. Many centuries later, the ways of these people were memoryed and briefly 
brought to life again as described in Judges 21:25, “In those days there was no king in 
Israel: every man did that which was right in his own eyes”! 

4. Life is not about spiritualizing the physical world, discovering god, or bringing 
god alive in the world, …life is about you! …and every other person individually! …far, 
as the universe is so plenary that it is as it is …and simultaneously is as you are …and 
is as all others are, …you are so plenary that you can continue your mortal body and 
self as you are today …and struggle eternally to become who you truly desire being …or, 
since your loanerbody as a “come alive gift” enables you to participate in life to know and 
experience yourself, you can regenerate your loanerbody and self and environment …and 
give yourself an identity you would willingly be and live eternally! …isn’t that grand?! 

5. Unfortunately for those who continue their original mortal body, self, and ways 
…instead of regenerating them as they truly desire, their eternalself and personal 
authority will be bred out of them, such that parents and god …and even others will be 
authorities in their lives! 

6. Are you willing to break your habitual attachment to your loanerbody and self 
…and give yourself greater more-personal come alive gifts to be and live? 
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7. Have you regenerated your mortal body and self? …and your “come alive” ways 

and memories? …such that they correctly portray the self and life you are willing to be 
and live eternally? …no matter the conditions of the world around you? …well, don’t be 
too certain, …for, as Socrates declared, “an unexamined life is not worth living!” …so, 
you must look carefully, clearly, and deeply all around at the self and life you are 
actually living! …remember! …physical forms and illuminates spirit …so do not look 
within! 

8. As a spirit without a loanerbody, you are as a dream …and can only participate 
in life as a dream! …and though you have many freedoms and few restraints in a dream, 
your life and involvements are not substantiated and have no lasting effect for you or 
others …or on matters around you! …and you cannot experience how special you are! 

9. That said, which self and life would be desirably real for you …physical or 
spiritual? …and which would be as an illusion? …and which self and life would you 
choose to be part of eternally? 

10. Like the man who dreamed he was a butterfly …and after awakening could not 
be certain if he was a man dreaming he is a butterfly …or whether he is a butterfly 
dreaming he is a man …can you say, with any degree of certainty whether you are a 
physicalbeing or spiritbeing? …whether you are living a natural body and self …or a 
loanerbody and self? …or maybe you are a spiritualbeing burdened by a physicalself and 
life? …which self and life would you choose to be and live eternally? ...and call real? 
…would you rather exist as an embodiedbeing or as a unembodiedbeing? …this is not a 
question of existing/not-existing …it is a matter of being embodied …or not-embodied! 

11. A spiritual life, like a dream, is a virtual life that is only real for you! …no 
other person or thing can be involved! …and the same is true of an inner-self and life! 
…while a physicalself and life enables you to be involved with others …and they can be 
involved with you! …which life is real for you: an embodied physical life …or an 
unembodied virtual life? …physical or spiritual? 

12. Ancient Greeks, recognizing the problem of regenerating your “come alive self 
and gifts” to properly portray you, believed that each child was given a daimon before 
birth which, like the long-forgotten muse called god, was an inner-spirit and mentor 
…and a source of inspiration for each person! 

13. Daimons were guardian spirits that existed between man and god! …but, 
unfortunately, religions of that time considered daimons to be “evil spirits” known as 
demons …and demanded that their religious believers only have faith in their god …and 
depend on their god for health, guidance, and security! …thus, the “authority of self” 
was taken away from you and given to god! …or so you thought! 
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14. When many gods were worshiped, evil, grief, and afflictions were easily blamed 

on other deities! …but, with only one or two gods, evil and suffering could only be 
blamed on a devil or evil spirit …or on a competing deity! …which helped all religions 
maintain their particular god as an all-loving and compassionate being …while other 
gods were false! 

15. For centuries, you have been told that mankind sinned and fell away from god, 
…it says this in the bible …and in many ancient texts! …and since the loanerbody you 
are living today is comprised of all its ancestors, what was told to them was memoryed 
and passed down to you! …and in living your loanerbody, you are living those words and 
beliefs! …it’s as though you have been told these things over and over for centuries! ..but, 
fortunately, this is not true! …mankind did not sin and fall from god! …god was set 
aside from mankind! …and from you! …and your authority was given to god! 

16. Though you are living all of your loanerbody’s ancestors today …your self and 
soul are not eternal …nor do they continue! …they are other and different in each life! 
…therefore, if you want to have the awareness of continuing …and the happiness of 
fulfilling and enhancing your self and life today, and want to renew your authority in 
life as you lived before, begin by regenerating your present mortal body and self …and 
your existing ways and memories as you were and lived before! …this is your personal 
resurrection of self, resurrection of your authority, and resurrection of god to being your 
personal muse! …actually, it is your resurrection over religion! …for, in order to 
maintain its teaching of the “unique” physical resurrection of Jesus, the church taught 
against any concept of resurrection or reincarnation of you! …which took your extensive 
life from you as well! 

17. You alone are responsible for your everlasting self and life! …therefore, to go 
forth from here as you truly desire, you must first take a step backwards to the past 
…and to your own authority! …otherwise, you will continue living new and entirely 
different loanerbodies and selfs …such that your awareness of “continuing”, the 
“authority of self, and the resurrection of god as your personal muse” will be bred out of 
you! …is that what you want to occur? 

18. Though many people have tried to convince you that your body, as a construct of 
god, is perfect in all ways, the loanerbody you are living today was actually created by 
your parents …and infused with their distorted beliefs, memories, and ways! …such that, 
in bonding with your loanerbody …you bind yourself to these incorrect views of yourself 
and life! …the self you are living today is not you! …for you are living a loanerself that 
is part of your loanerbody! 
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19. You are living a stranger’s body, self, and memories …not yours! …is it any 

wonder you don’t know your true self and nature? …nor do you know who you really 
are …or why you are here! 

20. For centuries, “spiritual teachers” have advised you to meditate on god as divine 
power until you are joyously aware of god’s presence and authority in your life as a 
feeling or personal appearance …or strange occurrence, …and maintain that in 
memories! …but, that is not what you truly desire …is it? …you are better-served to 
resurrect god to everlasting life by carrying god with you in memory as an inspiring muse 
for everything you do in life …and want the universe to be to you! …for, though 
meditation may be good for your mortal body …and tends to calm your reactions, 
meditation strengthens your loanerbody and destroys the self·soul and life you truly 
desire! …and limits access to the muse and authority you still carry in memory …such 
that, in meditation, you actually lose what you desire most …and seek! …suscitation 
[Book 57] awakens you to what you truly desire! 

21. Why do you suppose your pains, problems, habits, and discontent are so strong 
within you today? …many would say this is the karma carried over from pastlives 
…which you cling very tightly to! …and this is certainly true! …except that this is your 
loanerbody’s karma …not yours! …you are carrying and struggling with another 
person’s burdens …and karma! …so, how do you expect to overcome undesirable traits, 
habits, conditions, and memories that are not even yours? …you can’t!! …however, you 
can live as you truly desire …such that this karma falls away …revealing you as you 
truly are! 

22. Life is not a mystery …nor is it unreal! …and you should not forsake physical 
life for any spiritual existence! …your struggles in life …and your pains, problems, and 
afflictions are because you are living and struggling against a loanerbody and self …and 
imposing that on yourself …as yourself! …if you are ill …or if you seek happiness and 
understanding …and want to continue in life …and we minister to your neighbor, would 
that help you? …of course not! …and in the same way, fixing, healing, teaching your 
loanerbody, which is not you either, will do nothing for you! 

23. Instead of struggling so hard to become who you want to be …live who you are 
willing to be eternally …and you will discover that’s exactly who you are! …which has 
nothing to do with the loanerbody and self you are living and struggling with today! 
…but you don’t believe this …do you? 

24. Despite what you have been told for years …and your loanerbody has heard and 
carried for centuries, your life today is real! …really real, not an illusion! …for all 
things physical form, enliven, and illuminate spirit! …but, in living and continuing your 
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loanerself and your original “come alive gifts” …you have made your self and life an 
unknown unknowable mystery! …which is the source of your physical/spiritual conflict! 
…and those who tell you to “follow a spiritual path” or “live a spiritual way of life” …or 
who claim that “a spiritual life is the only true way” …are actually advising you to 
forsake yourself for a loanerbody and life! …which makes your self and life an illusion 
…and an endless struggle! …there is no real salvation or deliverance from everlasting 
death in that! 

25. Do not be deceived! …religion’s god and beliefs will not serve you …or bring you 
happiness and fulfillment! …nor will they bring you wisdom and true understanding 
…or the continuing life you desire! …however, regenerating your loanerbody and self 
…and other “come alive gifts” to correctly portray you …and resurrecting god as an 
inspiring muse will certainly transform you and your life! …for, god as a muse will 
inspire you to once again live by your own authority …and experience that in your life! 
…a life in which each “you” is new and different! …and the underlying voice you hear is 
your muse calling to you from all around …in every action and event! …so listen 
carefully! …for you live in a world that reacts as you command …so you can be and live 
in the world you desire! …have you exercised your authority in this way? 

26. The universe exists in waves of vibrations of black and white …and shades of 
gray which you convert to colors! …but, this conversion to colors does not mean there is 
no objective world of color …it’s just that the universe’s colors are various vibrations or 
waves! …the universe’s sounds are also vibrations …such that a tree falling in the woods 
creates waves of vibrations …you convert to sounds! 

27. The universe is so plenary that it is as its vibrations are …and also is as each 
person receives, converts, and interprets those vibrations to be! …actually, the physical 
world gives form and life to spirit! 

28. The data·information of your body and life …and of the universe is precisely 
formed and offered through vibrations of memory! …how you convert and interpret those 
memorys is up to you! 

29. If a physical life enables you to know yourself as a spiritualbeing …and a 
spiritual life enables you to know yourself as a physicalbeing …what is emergent from 
physicalyou·spiritualyou? …does this interest you? 

30. You constantly declare you are willing to change and live by your own authority 
again! …and you frequently adopt a veneer of new beliefs and understandings …and 
ways of self and life! …however, since you are still living your loanerbody and self with 
ancient beliefs, you have not actually changed those beliefs about yourself and life …and 
about god, …so no change of any real substance has actually occurred …or can occur! 
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31. The more you concentrate broadly …and see and listen all around …and stop 

searching within, the sooner you will know “the authority of self”! …look or listen within 
and you will only see and hear your loanerself and religion’s god …which will limit or 
destroy your personal self and authority again! 

32. Because of the continued teachings of loanerbeings about god and seeking within, 
very very few people today understand or live the authority of self …with god as an 
inspiring muse! 

33. The best way to be eternally happy and self-realized is to live the authority of 
self again! …for the only true meaning and significance of life is to know and live 
yourself as you have create yourself to be …and desire being! …this alone is true 
happiness! 

34. Authority of self is not about superiority …or authority over others! …nor is it 
about commanding or controlling others! …it is not about power and force …or strength! 
…or demanding respect! …if you believe you must maintain an air of authority that 
requires agreement and submission …you are wrong! …and your authority does not mean 
you are “right”! 

35. If you want to know and realize your authority …and constantly experience the 
joy of living your authority …then, no matter what you are asked to do or expected to do 
…or paid to do, always do more! …set your own standards …and do more! …but never 
impose your standards on others, for living your authority is for you! …do this and you 
will find yourself living by your own standards …and know you have the authority to do 
that! …don’t lessen your self or your authority to what is expected of you! …not even to 
what you expect of yourself …for you live in an emergent world that only reacts! …and 
your actions command that world! …that’s your authority! 


